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ABSTRACT

The sensitivity of supercell morphology to the vertical distribution of moisture is investigated in this study

using a cloud-resolvingmodel with 300-mhorizontal grid spacing. Simulated storms are found to transition from

classic (CL) to low-precipitation (LP) supercells when the strength of elevated dry layers in the environmental

moisture profile is increased. Resulting differences in themicrophysical and dynamical characteristics of the CL

and LPs are analyzed.

The LPs produce approximately half of the accumulated surface precipitation as the CL supercell. The

precipitating area in the LPs is spatially smaller and overall less intense, especially in the rear-flank downdraft

region. The LPs have smaller deviant rightward storm motion compared to the CL supercell, and updrafts are

narrower and more tilted, in agreement with observations. Lower relative humidities within the dry layers

enhance evaporation and erode the upshear cloud edge in the LPs. This combination favors a downshear dis-

tribution of hydrometeors. As a result, hail grows preferentially along the northeastern side of the updraft in the

LPs as hail embryos are advected cyclonically around the mesocyclone, whereas the primary midlevel hail

growth mechanism in the CL supercell follows the classic Browning and Foote model. The differing dominant

hail growth mechanisms can explain the variations in surface precipitation distribution between CLs and LPs.

While large changes in the microphysical structure are seen, similarities in the structure and strength of the

updraft and vorticity indicate that LP and CL supercells are not dynamically distinct storm types.

1. Introduction

The supercell storm spectrum represents a continuum

of supercell types that are commonly divided into three

main classes: low-precipitation (LP), classic (CL), and

high-precipitation (HP) supercells. LPs have strong and

long-lived rotating updrafts, as do all supercells, but their

precipitation rates are comparatively weaker. They are

low-precipitation-efficiency storms even amongst super-

cells, which themselves are a low-precipitation-efficiency

storm class (Browning 1977).

More intense precipitation is typically located within

the forward-flank downdraft (FFD) region in LPs, while

the rear-flank downdraft (RFD) and updraft core usually

contain only a few large hydrometeors (Bluestein and

Parks 1983, hereafter BP83; Bluestein 1984). Addition-

ally, observations of LPs report narrow updrafts often

located to the rear of the main radar echo that may be

tilted or upright, hail and large raindrops falling from the

anvil, and a lack of strong cold pools (Davies-Jones et al.

1976; Burgess and Davies-Jones 1979, hereafter BD79;

BP83; Bluestein 1984; Bluestein and Woodall 1990;

Moller et al. 1994). Observations of significant over-

shooting tops (e.g., up to 4 km above the equilibrium level

reported in BD79) indicate that LP supercells are not

simply weaker versions of their classic counterparts.

Though LPs are often isolated, they sometimes occur in

relatively close proximity to CL supercells or other con-

vection; in these cases, the LP is typically the farthest

upwind of the storms (BP83; Rasmussen and Straka 1998,

hereafter RS98). LPs form most frequently in the high

plains of the United States and along the dryline (BD79;

Moller et al. 1994).

The mechanisms that distinguish LPs from CL super-

cells are not well understood, though a number of hy-

potheses have been put forward. Brooks et al. (1994)

suggest that the strength of the low- and midlevel wind

shear can affect which supercell archetype forms through

its impacts on the strength of the mesocyclone, storm-

relative winds, and advection of hydrometeors within
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the storm. RS98 hypothesize, based on environmental

sounding data, that upper-level storm-relative winds and

upper-level humidity are potential discriminators. BD79

first noted the connection between LPs and the dryline,

highlighting the potential importance of low-level mois-

ture; BP83 also found that LPs form in environments that

are drier (all the LP storms in their study occurred near

the dryline). Drop size spectra, through their impact on

collision-coalescence processes (Weisman and Bluestein

1985; Bluestein and Woodall 1990) and the size of the

initial convective element (BP83; Brooks andWilhelmson

1992) have also been suggested as storm morphology

discriminators.

Environmental factors leading to LP supercells are not

well understood because 1) observations of LP supercells

are limited owing to the subjectivity of their classification

and difficulty to detect with radar; 2) LP and CL super-

cells sometimes occur in close proximity to one another,

and therefore the environmental humidity and vertical

shear profiles may vary on scales not measurable by the

rawinsonde network; and 3) high-resolution simulations

with sophisticated microphysics have not yet been per-

formed (Beatty et al. 2008). In one modeling study, an

LP-like storm was simulated by artificially shutting off

rain formation in the model and forcing all condensed

water to remain as cloud water (Weisman and Bluestein

1985). In another study, Brooks and Wilhelmson (1992)

used a smaller warm bubble for storm initialization and

likened the resulting storm precipitation characteristics

to an LP supercell. However, the simulated LP storm

contained weak updrafts of less than 10ms21.

Though it is not known which factor(s) lead to LP

supercells, the environments in which they typically

form are often characterized by elevated layers of lower

relative humidity that can vary in both strength and al-

titude. The goal of the research presented here is there-

fore twofold: 1) to investigate the sensitivity of supercell

storm morphology to changes in the vertical moisture

profile and the physical processes by which these varying

moisture profiles impact supercellular storm structure,

and 2) to assess whether differences in the dynamical

and microphysical characteristics of these storm types do

exist and hence produce their differing precipitation

distributions.

To address these goals, idealized simulations of super-

cell stormswereperformedwithacloud-resolvingmodel.

A CL supercell was first simulated. Next, because dry

layers are common inenvironmentswhereLPsoccur, the

environmental moisture profile was systematically al-

tered by adding dry layers of varying magnitudes and

altitudes. It will be shown in this study that LP supercells

form when more elevated dry layers are present in the

environmental profile. The microphysical structure and

dominant hail growth mechanisms are found to differ in

LPs compared to CL supercells. The broad dynamical

structure, however, is found to be similar among the dif-

ferent storm types.

The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2

describes the model used and the design of the sensi-

tivity experiments. Section 3 presents (i) an overview of

the simulation evolutions and supercell precipitation

characteristics, (ii) a comparison of the simulated super-

cell structure and dynamical features, and (iii) an analysis

ofmicrophysical fields and budgets. Different hail growth

mechanisms in the CL and LPs are presented in section 4.

In section 5, previous hypotheses regarding supercell

morphology, future work, and potential applications for

forecasting are discussed. A summary is provided in

section 6.

2. Model setup and experiment design

TheRegionalAtmosphericModeling System (RAMS),

version 6, was used to achieve the goals of this study

(Cotton et al. 2003; Saleeby and van den Heever 2013).

RAMS is a nonhydrostatic, regional model appropriate

for simulating a wide range of scales of atmospheric

phenomena. For these experiments, RAMS was set up as

a cloud-resolving model with 300-m horizontal grid spac-

ing and a single grid with a domain size of 285km 3
225km. The vertical grid spacing was 25m at the surface

and was vertically stretched to a maximum of 300m. The

domain top was located approximately 22km AGL

(hereafter, all heights are AGL). There were 92 vertical

levels, 17 of which were below 1km. The time step was 1 s,

and experiments were run for 3 simulation hours. The

model configuration is detailed in Table 1.

RAMS uses a sophisticated two-moment bulk micro-

physics scheme that prognoses mass and number con-

centration for eight hydrometeor classes: cloud, drizzle,

rain, pristine ice, snow, aggregates, graupel, and hail.

RAMS also utilizes bin-emulating procedures for cloud

droplet nucleation, riming, and sedimentation. The mi-

crophysics code tracks detailed microphysical budgets,

which is crucial formicrophysical process studies. Further

details on various aspects of the RAMS microphysics

schememay be found inWalko et al. (1995),Meyers et al.

(1997), Saleeby and Cotton (2004, 2008), and Saleeby and

van den Heever (2013).

The model domain was initialized with vertically

varying but horizontally homogeneous conditions. The

control (CTL) experiment thermodynamic profile fol-

lows the analytical profile of Weisman and Klemp (1982)

with a vapor mixing ratio of 13 gkg21 in the well-mixed

boundary layer. The initial CTL temperature and dew-

point profiles are shown in blue in Fig. 1a. Surface-based
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convective available potential energy (CAPE) in this

environment approaches 1800 Jkg21.

An idealized half-circle shear profile was used in which

wind speeds increased from 0ms21 at the surface to

32ms21 at 5 km AGL, following the strongest shear case

tested in Weisman and Klemp (1984) (Fig. 1b). Wind

speeds increased slowly to 34ms21 by 7kmAGL, with no

further vertical wind shear above 7km. This shear and

instability combination is conducive for supercell de-

velopment, and the clockwise-turning hodograph favors

the right-moving storms (Weisman andKlemp 1984). The

idealized half-circle hodograph shape has been used ex-

tensively in modeling studies of supercells (e.g., Weisman

and Klemp 1984; Droegemeier et al. 1993; McCaul and

Cohen 2002), and the magnitude of the shear is repre-

sentative of previously observed LP supercell environ-

ments [e.g., BD79, their Fig. 2; Bluestein and Woodall

(1990), their Fig. 7;MacGorman andBurgess (1994), their

Table 1 for the 26 March 1991 case].

To address the goals of this study, nine additional

sensitivity simulations were designed with varying envi-

ronmental moisture profiles. Moisture mass was system-

atically reduced from the CTL vapor mixing ratio profile

within a 1-km-deep layer; these layers will simply be re-

ferred to as dry layers. The various imposed dry layers

were located at three different heights: 1.5–2.5, 2–3, and

3–4 km. Such dry layers often occur above the well-mixed

boundary layer near the dryline or in the high plains

owing to the elevated mixed layer, such as shown in

Ziegler and Rasmussen (1998, their Fig. 3), Cai et al.

(2006, their Fig. 18), and Parker (2012, his Fig. 1). The

vapor mixing ratio was linearly interpolated to the orig-

inal profile at 1 km below and 2km above the dry layer,

and the final profile was then smoothed. The addition of

various dry layers—one for each experiment—is also

depicted in Fig. 1a. Throughout the rest of the paper,

these experiments will be referenced using a letter and

number, where the first letter is either L (low), M (mid-

dle), or H (high), referring to the height of the dry layer,

and the number is either 25, 50, or 75, referring to the

vapor mixing ratio reduction percentage. For example,

H75 refers to the experiment with the strongest (75%)

reduction inmixing ratio within the highest vertical layer.

The experiment names and dry layer setups are summa-

rized in Table 2. The precipitable water (PW) for each

simulation, which varies from approximately 30 to

45mm, and the percentage change fromCTL are listed in

Table 3.

In the interest of performing a controlled experiment,

the moisture profile was kept identical in each simula-

tion except within the imposed dry layer. In this way, the

surface-based and most unstable CAPE, rather than the

TABLE 1. RAMS configuration and options chosen for the simulations described in the text.

Model aspect Setting

Grid Arakawa C grid

Dx 5 Dy 5 300m; 950 3 750 points

Dz 5 variable

Minimum Dz 5 25m, maximum Dz 5 300m

Vertical stretch ratio 5 1.1

92 total vertical levels; 17 levels below 1km AGL

Model top ’ 22 km

Time step 1 s

Simulation duration 3 h

Initialization Horizontally homogeneous thermodynamic and wind shear profile

Convective

initialization

2-K thermal perturbation

10 km 3 10 km bubble

3-km depth

Boundary conditions Radiative lateral boundary (Klemp and Wilhelmson 1978)

Rayleigh friction damping over top six vertical levels (;20–22 km AGL)

No surface fluxes

Microphysics scheme Two-moment bulk microphysics (Meyers et al. 1997)

Eight hydrometeor classes (Saleeby and Cotton 2004)

Aerosol treatment Two aerosol species: sulfates and dust (Saleeby and van den Heever 2013)

Linearly decreasing sulfate and dust concentration profile from 100 cm23 at the surface to

10 cm23 at 4 km AGL; constant thereafter

No aerosol sources or sinks

DeMott et al. (2010) ice nucleation parameterization

Turbulence scheme Smagorinsky (1963) deformation-K with stability modifications by Lilly (1962) and Hill (1974)

Radiation scheme None

Coriolis No
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mixed-layer CAPE, are kept constant for each case,

save for small variations (,5%) due to the virtual

temperature effect. Note that the lowest and middle dry

layers deplete moisture from the well-mixed layer. This

reduces the mixed-layer CAPE by about 10% and 20%

in L25 and L50, respectively, but it does not change

the mixed-layer CAPE by more than a few percent in

M25–75. Consequently, M was the lowest dry layer that

supported sustained convection. Simulation L75 was

therefore not performed, and simulations L25 and L50

will only be briefly discussed in section 3a below.

While the observed example dryline and high plains

soundings referenced earlier contain dry air confined

within a layer, it is perhaps more common for dry air aloft

to extend upward throughout the troposphere. Further-

more, as stated in Weisman and Klemp (1982), the ana-

lytical sounding is too moist in the upper levels compared

to soundings representative of midlatitude severe weather

situations. Two sensitivity experiments were therefore

performed in which the vapormixing ratio was reduced by

50% above 6km for experiments CTL and H50 (not

shown). Very little change in the simulation evolutions,

accumulated precipitation, and storm structure were

found. Therefore, the results presented in this study do not

appear to depend on the presence of the overlying moist

layer above the imposed dry layer.

3. Results

a. Simulation evolution and precipitation
characteristics

General characteristics of each simulation evolution

are evident in the accumulated surface precipitation field

(Fig. 2). First, given the imposed veering wind profile, the

initial thermal in CTL evolves into a convective storm

that splits into a right mover (RM)—which becomes the

FIG. 1. (a) Initial thermodynamic temperature and dewpoint

profile used for theCTLexperiment (blue lines), followingWeisman

and Klemp (1982), and the initial wind profile used for all simula-

tions (barbs, kt). Dewpoint profiles for the various dry layer sensi-

tivity experiments as described in the text are also shown. Black:

highest dry layer (H); purple: middle dry layer (M); red: lowest dry

layer (L); dotted: 25% moisture reduction; long–short dashed: 50%

moisture reduction; solid: 75% moisture reduction. (b) Hodograph

of the initial winds used for all simulations, following Weisman and

Klemp (1984). Labeled points are kilometers AGL.

TABLE 2. Sensitivity experiment nomenclature and the imposed

dry-layer characteristics. Note that L75 was not performed and

hence is not listed in the table.

Dry-layer characteristic

Vapormixing ratio reduction

75% 50% 25%

Highest (center 3.5 km AGL) H75 H50 H25

Middle (center 2.5 km AGL) M75 M50 M25

Lowest (center 2.0 km AGL) — L50 L25

TABLE 3. Precipitable water (PW) for each simulation performed

and the percentage change in PW from CTL.

Simulation name PW (mm)

Change in PW

from CTL (%)

CTL 44.05 —

L25 38.64 212.3

L50 33.16 224.7

M25 39.70 29.9

M50 35.34 219.8

M75 30.97 229.7

H25 41.46 25.9

H50 38.86 211.8

H75 36.25 217.7
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dominant, relatively steady supercell—and a left mover

(LM),which later undergoes additional storm splitting. In

CTL, splitting is first evident in the midlevel updraft after

45min.

The initial storm split and the same general pre-

cipitation pattern are evident in experiments CTL, M25,

H25, H50, andH75, although it can be seen by comparing

these five experiments that the RM in CTL takes

a sharper right turn than in the other experiments. This is

broadly consistent with BD79’s observations of tornado-

producing LP supercells that did not have significant

right-turning motion, unlike previously observed CL su-

percells at that time. BP83 also found that LPs move less

to the right of the mean wind shear than CL supercells,

although it was noted that this result was significant at

slightly below the 95% confidence level.

It is clear that the highest accumulated surface pre-

cipitation occurs in CTL compared to all of the dry-layer

experiments. Accumulated precipitation for the CTL

RM reaches a maximum of 26.8mm at the end of the

simulation, whereas it only once exceeds 20mm in H50

and not at all in the other simulations. Domainwide

accumulated precipitation is reduced as the dry layer

strength is increased, especially in the precipitation re-

sulting from the initial LM.

The environments inM75 and all the experiments with

the lowest dry layer are not supportive of sustained

convection. The initial convection quickly dissipates in

these scenarios; maximum accumulated precipitation is

less than 4.5mm in each. The simulation evolution inM50

is also substantially different. InM50, the initial RM takes

much longer to become organized, and its path is there-

fore displaced farther north. Since moisture was depleted

from the top of the mixed layer in the M and L experi-

ments, these results are consistent with those in BP83.

They found that the moist-layer depth did not differ

FIG. 2. Total accumulated surface precipitation (mm, shaded) after three simulation hours for (top) CTL, L25, and L50, and all (middle)

M and (bottom) H sensitivity experiments.
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betweenCL andLP environments.Additionally,McCaul

and Cohen (2002) showed that simulated supercells were

more intense under more CAPE-starved environments

when the mixed-layer and moist-layer depths were in-

creased.

The weakest dry layer has much more of an impact on

accumulated surface precipitation when placed at mid-

levels (M25) compared with higher levels (H25), though

the spatial pattern is similar between the two. In fact,

total precipitation in H25 is the most similar to CTL.

Furthermore, accumulated precipitation is higher in

simulation H50 than in M25, although the reduction in

PW is slightly greater for H50 (Table 3). Thus, simulated

storm precipitation characteristics and, as will be shown,

updraft steadiness and strength (Fig. 3b) are significantly

more sensitive to the imposed dry layer when it depletes

moisture from the well-mixed boundary layer (M and L

experiments) than when it does not (H experiments),

again in agreement with McCaul and Cohen (2002) and

BP83.

Since one objective of this study is to compare the

microphysical and dynamical processes withinCL andLP

supercells, the analysis will focus on theRM storm for the

rest of this paper. Only six experiments produced an RM

supercell. The total precipitation rate over the RM track,

shown in Fig. 3a, is calculated as the rate of change

of accumulated surface precipitation (kg s21) by the

formulaD[(� dA accumulated_precip. 1mm) dx dy]/Dt.
This takes into account the intensity of the RM pre-

cipitation, as well as its spatial extent. Experiment CTL

produces the most precipitation. The total RM surface

precipitation is systematically reduced as the dry-layer

strength increases and as the dry-layer altitude decreases,

in agreement with the results shown in Fig. 2. There is

some indication that a limit exists on the extent to which

the dry layer can impact the precipitation; for example,

the reduction in the RM precipitation rate between CTL

and H25 is larger than the reduction between H25 and

H50, and the change in precipitation rate between H50

and H75 is relatively small.

The reduced RM surface precipitation rate in the

various dry-layer experiments does not occur because

the dry layer reduces the storm’s updraft strength, ex-

cept perhaps in M50 and at times in M25 (Fig. 3b). The

CTL and all the highest dry layer experiments exhibit

similar maximum updraft speeds around 50m s21 once

FIG. 3. (a) Time series of the total surface precipitation rate (1010 kg h21) for the RM storm in simulations CTL,

M25, M50, and all H sensitivity experiments. Total precipitation rate is calculated from the accumulated surface

precipitation field using the formula discussed in the text. (b) Time series of the domain-maximum updraft speed

(m s21) for eachRM. (c) Time series of the area of theRMupdraft (km2) where vertical velocity exceeds 15m s21 at

approximately 6 km AGL.
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they reach a relatively steady state, particularly after

about 90 simulation minutes. The RM supercells in M25

and M50 are more unsteady in comparison. Maximum

updraft strength varies by 10–15m s21 in M25, although

it does occasionally exceed 50m s21. The M50 RM is

a weaker storm overall; its maximum updraft strength

exceeds 40m s21 for only about 30min.

Though updraft strength is comparable among the

supercells, especially between CTL and H25–75, the

dry-layer RM supercells have narrower updrafts (Fig.

3c). The area of updraft exceeding 15m s21 at 6 km in

CTL is about twice as large as the updraft area in M25,

H50, and H75. This is consistent with observations of LP

supercells resembling ‘‘skeletons’’ of CL supercells with

narrower updrafts (BP83).

The rest of this analysis will focus on the CTL, M25,

H50, and H75 RM supercells. These four are chosen

because M25, H50, and H75 have similar updraft and

precipitation characteristics and resemble LP supercells,

as is seen in Fig. 3 and will be discussed in further detail

in the following subsections. M50 is excluded because it

is a weaker storm. H25 cannot easily be defined as an LP

supercell, as it has an updraft area and precipitation

characteristics between that of the CTL RM and the

other dry-layer RMs (Figs. 3a and 3c).

Temporal evolution of surface precipitation rate, and

maximum updrafts and downdrafts within the lowest

1 km, for the last 20 simulation minutes are depicted in

Fig. 4 for the above-mentioned four RM supercells.

The CTL RM exhibits characteristics of CL supercell

storms. The FFD region contains heavy precipitation. In

the RFD region to the west of the main low-level up-

draft, precipitation rates typically reach 60–75mmh21

throughout the last 30 simulation minutes and even ex-

ceed 100mmh21 at 150min (not shown). The pre-

cipitation field clearly resembles the typical hook-echo

structure of CL supercells.

Though the RMs in dry-layer experiments M25, H50,

and H75 also exhibit these general RFD and FFD pre-

cipitation features, the RFD precipitation is less intense,

particularly in H50 and H75 (Fig. 4, from approximately

x 5 25 to x 5 22 and y 5 0 in each panel). Specifically,

RFD precipitation rates are typically about 30–60mmh21

in M25, 15–30mmh21 in H50, and 15–45mmh21 in H75

compared to 60–75mmh21 in CTL. The RFD also

covers a smaller area. It is separated from the region of

FFD precipitation by lighter precipitation rates in

comparison with CTL, where the FFD and RFD pre-

cipitation are more continuously connected.

The spatial distribution of the FFD precipitation is

notably different in the dry-layer supercells compared

with CTL. H50 and H75 have an elongated region of

light precipitation extending downwind (with respect to

the upper-level winds) of the heaviest FFD precipitation,

and the north–south extent of this precipitation is re-

duced, particularly in H75, when compared to CTL. The

FFD precipitation in M25 is not as elongated as in H50

and H75; rather, the M25 supercell looks more like

a spatially smaller and less intense version of CTL with

a less-well-defined RFD.

To summarize, when elevated or weak dry layers are

present in the moisture profile (M25, H50, and H75),

strong RM storms form that have characteristics of LP

supercells. These features include narrower updrafts,

reduced surface precipitation rates, and a different RFD

and FFD precipitation spatial pattern than in a CL

supercell. In the next section, storm structure and dy-

namical characteristics of the CTL, M25, H50, and H75

supercells are compared and related to the differences

noted in the precipitation features. The rest of the

analysis will focus on the last 20 simulation minutes

when the updraft strengths are similar among the four

supercells (Fig. 3b).

b. Storm structure and dynamical features

The broad dynamical structure of the CTL, M25, H50,

and H75 RM supercells is demonstrated in Fig. 5. Since

the imposed environmental wind profile is strongly veer-

ing, each RM supercell ingests streamwise vorticity into

its updraft owing to its deviant rightward motion off the

hodograph. The resultant mesocyclone structure is fairly

similar among the supercells. A deep column of rotation

exists within each updraft, and vertical relative vorticity

exceeding 0.01 s21 extends from at least 3 km up through

10km, meeting the commonly accepted definition of

a supercell storm (e.g., Doswell and Burgess 1993).

At the time shown in Fig. 5 (180min), moderate up-

draft speeds (10 and 25ms21 contours) extend higher

into the storm in the CTL and H75 supercells than in the

other two. However, the updraft heights vary consider-

ably with time for each storm because of fluctuations in

updraft strength resulting from low-level convergence

and hydrometeor loading. The updraft is narrower in the

dry-layer supercells, as first shown in Fig. 3c, which is

a consistent feature throughout the analysis time.

The broad updraft region is circular in the CTL

supercell (Fig. 6), while updraft speeds greater than

25m s21 take on a typical horseshoe shape (e.g., Lemon

and Doswell 1979; Byko et al. 2009). The dry-layer su-

percell updraft shapes look similar to CTL, but they are

more elongated along the northwest–southeast di-

rection. In CTL, a region of updraft speeds between 10

and 25m s21 is located in the west-northwest portion of

the updraft. Enclosed in this region is a spatially small

and strong positive and negative couplet of vorticity,

with the negative vorticity located about 3 km to the east
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FIG. 4. Surface precipitation rate (mmh21, shaded), maximumupdrafts and downdrafts within the lowest 1 km (black contours;22, 2, and

10ms21 contour levels shown, negative values dashed), and storm-relative horizontal winds (ms21, gray vectors shown every eighteenth grid

point; vector scale indicated in the bottom-right corner) at the lowest model level (;12m AGL) over the last 20 simulation minutes for

simulations (top) CTL, (second row)M25, (third row) H50, and (bottom) H75. The horizontal axes are centered on the location of the 6-km

maximum updraft at the time indicated in each panel. The figure axes are determined in this manner for the rest of the figures herein.
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of point A in Fig. 6 and the positive vorticity usually to

its north. The negative vorticity is the stronger and

more persistent of the couplet pair. Similar midlevel

vorticity couplets have been reported in previous obser-

vational (e.g., Bluestein and Gaddy 2001; Markowski

2008) and modeling (Byko et al. 2009) studies. These

couplets also occur in the dry-layer supercells, al-

though they are spatially smaller. Additionally, in

the dry-layer supercells, the regions of weaker (10–

25m s21) updraft speeds are only contained within

a narrow strip following the horseshoe shape and do

not fully encompass the positive and negative vorticity

couplets. These midlevel vorticity features will be dis-

cussed in relation to the microphysical processes in

section 4.

Cross sections of relative humidity, total condensate

mixing ratio, and storm-relative winds shown in Figs. 7

and 8 demonstrate the direct impact of the imposed dry

layer on the simulated supercells. First, the dry layer

impinges on the updraft between 2 and 5 km from

the west (Fig. 7). The lower relative humidities in the

elevated dry layer will evaporate any existing cloud

droplets on the western flank of the main updraft in the

LP-like supercells, eroding the cloud edge until the flow

reaches the edge of the main updraft and is diverted

around it. Second, evaporation is enhanced within the

forward-flank regions to the east and north of the main

updrafts as precipitating hydrometeors fall through the

dry layer. Consequently, precipitation rates are smaller

in the FFD of the LPs (Fig. 4). Third, the dry-layer al-

titude sits within the deep layer southerly inflow feeding

each supercell (Fig. 8). The drier air ingested into the

updraft reduces the amount of vapor available for hy-

drometeor growth. Vapor microphysical budget terms

indicate that vapor deposition is reduced in M25 and

H50 relative to CTL (not shown), at times by up to about

25% at 3 and 4 km. This impacts the mass of condensate

within the lower levels of the updraft.

Finally, because the updrafts are narrower in the three

dry-layer supercells than in CTL, they are tilted more to

the east (Fig. 7) since, at each vertical level, propagation

to the right of the shear vector toward the concave side

FIG. 5. South–north cross sections of vertical relative vorticity (1023 s21, shaded), vertical velocity (black con-

tours; 25, 10, 25, 40, and 55m s21 contour levels shown; negative values dashed), total condensate outline

(0.01 g kg21 dotted blue contour), and storm-relative y and w winds (m s21, black vectors shown every tenth grid

point in the horizontal and every third grid point in the vertical; vector scale indicated in the bottom-right corner)

through the 6-km maximum updraft for simulations CTL, M25, H50, and H75 at 180min.
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of the hodograph decreases with decreasing updraft

width (Davies-Jones 2002). The tilt orientation favors

hydrometeor lofting into the downshear portion of the

anvil over the upshear portion. As evident in both Figs. 7

and 8, the upshear anvil is very thin or almost entirely

absent in each LP supercell, and hydrometeor mixing

ratios do not extend beyond the western edge of the

updraft between about 4 and 10 km in M25, H50, and

H75. Implications of these changes in the upshear anvil

and western cloud edge for the hailstone embryo region

in the classic Browning and Foote (1976) hailstone

growth model, and the resulting impacts on LP supercell

hail and precipitation production efficiency, are discussed

in the next two sections.

c. Microphysical fields and budgets

This section discusses microphysical characteristics

and budgets in the CTL, M25, and H50 simulations. The

M25 andH50 LPs were chosen for the following analysis

because of their similarity in total precipitation rate,

updraft strength, and updraft area (Fig. 3). The magni-

tude of the change in PW is also most similar for these

two cases. H75 is excluded because its precipitation

distribution is similar to H50 (Fig. 4). All figures within

this section are presented as composites over simulation

minutes 160–180 relative to the midlevel updraft center.

RAMS output for these three simulations was produced

every minute for this time period; thus 21 times are used

for each composite. The following analysis focuses on

microphysical trends within two regions of the supercell

updrafts: 1) the horseshoe portion, to the west-northwest

of the highest updraft speeds (simply referred to as the

horseshoe from here on), and 2) the northeastern edge of

the updraft. These two regions are labeled ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B,’’

respectively, in Figs. 6 and 9–11.

The highest midlevel rain mixing ratios occur within

the horseshoe (east of point A) for each of the three

supercells (Figs. 9a–c). Rain mixing ratios frequently

exceed 10gkg21 in the horseshoe, although the com-

posite magnitude for CTL (Fig. 9a) is lower than this

because the horseshoe of the updraft is more variable in

shape for CTL than for the LPs. The largest mean rain

diameters exceed 1mmon average and are also located in

the horseshoe for each supercell (Figs. 9d–f). The region

of largest raindrops extends farther north of the updraft

in M25 and H50 than in CTL.

FIG. 6. Plan view at 6 km AGL, with shading, contours, and vectors as in Fig. 5, but with horizontal storm-relative

wind vectors shown every tenth grid point at 170min. Annotated points A and B are discussed in the text.
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In CTL, rain mixing ratios are negligible to the south,

east, and northeast of the strongest updraft core. Con-

versely, the northeastern edge of the updraft near point

B is characterized by a secondary strip of local maxima

in rain mixing ratios and mean raindrop diameters in

M25 and H50 (Figs. 9b,c,e,f). Rain mixing ratios reach

4 g kg21 at times near point B for the LPs, and raindrops

have diameters around 0.4–0.6mm on average. Note

also that rain number concentrations are higher there

than in CTL. The differences in the rain fields near point

B between CTL and the LPs are persistent in time and

occur through a depth of several kilometers.

Two local maxima in hail mixing ratios are present in

CTL: one in the horseshoe within the 10–25m s21 up-

draft envelope (Fig. 10a east of point A), and another to

the northwest outside of the main updraft (near x528,

y 5 10). In the horseshoe, the composite hail mixing

ratio exceeds 9 g kg21 in CTL, but is only about 2 g kg21

in H50 and is nearly negligible in M25 (Figs. 10b,c). It is

not until 8–9 km that hail mixing ratios within the

western portion of the updraft are comparable between

CTL and the dry-layer cases (not shown). The local hail

maximum that occurs to the northwest of the updraft in

the CTL supercell is displaced farther east in M25 and

H50. Additionally, immediately to the northeast of the

updraft at point B, hail mixing ratios are up to a factor of

2 higher in the LPs compared with CTL.

Typically, the largest hail associated with CL super-

cells falls to the north of the updraft, whereas observa-

tions of LPs usually report hail falling from the

downshear anvil—that is, northeast of the updraft (e.g.,

Davies-Jones et al. 1976; BP83). As noted above, the

hail mixing ratiomaxima outside of the updraft occurs to

the northwest in the CL and to the north in the LPs. If

the simulations included stronger westerly shear aloft, as

is typically observed in severe weather situations, these

hail locations would shift from northwest to north of the

updraft in CTL and from north to northeast for the LPs,

which is in agreement with observations.

In the CTL supercell, the largest mean hail diameters

are collocated with the highest hail mixing ratios and

large raindrops within the horseshoe (Figs. 9a, 10a,d). In

FIG. 7. West–east cross section through the location of the 6-km maximum updraft of relative humidity

(%, shaded), total condensate (orange solid contours; 5 g kg21 contour interval with the 0.01 and 1 g kg21 contours

also shown), and storm-relative u and w winds (m s21, black vectors shown every ninth grid point in the horizontal

and every sixth grid point in the vertical; vector scale indicated in the bottom-right corner) for simulations CTL,

M25, H50, and H75 at 180min.
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M25 and H50, hail diameters are significantly smaller

than in CTL throughout the stronger portion of the up-

draft. These smaller hailstones in the LPs are more easily

lofted into the storm’s anvil within the strongest updraft

core and are subsequently transported farther downwind

of the updraft than in CTL, thereby reducing their like-

lihood of reaching the surface as precipitation and de-

creasing the precipitation efficiency of the LPs relative to

CL supercells. The hail diameter differences across the

updraft are also consistent with those in van den Heever

and Cotton (2004), where simulations using single-

moment microphysics were performed and the mean

hail diameter was systematically varied. Supercell pre-

cipitation characteristics were found tomove from theHP

end of the spectrum toward the CL supercell structure as

the mean hail diameter was decreased (their Fig. 15).

It is perhaps counterintuitive that mean hail diameters

are smaller across the updraft in these simulations because

observations of LPs usually report large hailstones falling

from the downshear anvil. However, this may be a sub-

jective statement in that the adjective ‘‘large’’ is relative to

the typically reported lack of rain occurring with these

storms, as pointed out inBeatty et al. (2008).Additionally,

observations of mean hail diameters within an LP super-

cell and a CL supercell occurring in a similar environment

do not exist to the authors’ knowledge, and a climatology

of typical hail sizes associated with LPs and CLs is not

available owing to the relative scarcity of LP observations.

Differences in hail number concentrations arise be-

tween the CTL and dry-layer supercells near both points

A and B (Fig. 10g–i). In CTL, a region of small hail-

stones with number concentrations between 500 and

1000 kg21 occurs just east of point A outside the 10m s21

updraft contour for all the individual times within this

analysis period, although it only faintly appears in the

composite because the CTL horseshoe shape changes in

time, as previously mentioned. The corresponding hail

mixing ratios are 2–3 g kg21 there. The location of this

region corresponds to the location of the embryo curtain

in the Browning and Foote (1976) model for hailstone

growth—a source region for hailstone embryos on a su-

percell’s right flank—and is absent in M25 and H50 at

this altitude (see also Figs. 7–8). There are also differ-

ences in hail number concentrations near point B; hail

concentrations are enhanced in the dry-layer supercells

immediately outside of the updraft to the east-northeast.

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, but a south–north cross section and with y and w storm-relative wind vectors.
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Microphysical process budgets afford a closer look at

the differences between the rain and hail fields in CTL,

M25, andH50.Within the horseshoe, to the east of point

A, riming rates are substantially larger in CTL than in

the dry-layer supercells, especially at 6 km (Figs. 11a–f).

Moreover, the riming rates with the horseshoe for CTL

are larger in magnitude by several grams per kilogram

per minute at individual times than is indicated in the

composite. In the dry-layer supercells, riming rates are

enhanced at point B along the northeastern side of the

updraft relative to CTL, especially at 7km (Figs. 11a–f).

Collision and coalescence processes are alsomore efficient

there (Figs. 11h,i), whereas cloud-to-rain conversion rates

are negligible along the entire southern, eastern, and

FIG. 9. Composite plan view at 6 km AGL of (a)–(c) rain mixing ratio (g kg21), (d)–(f) volume-mean rain diameter (mm, only where

mixing ratio exceeds 0.05 g kg21), and (g)–(i) rain number concentration (103 kg23). All panels also show vertical velocity (10, 25, and

40m s21, black dashed contours), total condensate outline (0.01 g kg21, blue dotted contour), and storm-relative horizontal winds (m s21,

black vectors shown every tenth grid point) for simulations (left) CTL, (center) M25, and (right) H50. All fields shown in Figs. 9–12 are

composites taken from 160–180min (21 times) relative to the intensity-weighted updraft center at 6 km AGL; axis numberings are

distances (km) from the updraft center. Annotated points A and B are discussed in the text.
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northeastern edges of theCTL supercell updraft (Fig. 11g).

Themore efficient rain production south of point B inM25

and H50 is collocated with the locally higher rain mixing

ratios and larger raindrops. The implications of these dif-

ferent process rates for hail growth are discussed next.

4. Hail growth mechanisms

In this section, hailstone growth processes are discussed

in relation to the aforementioned differences in the

microphysical fields and budgets, first in the context of the

Browning and Foote (1976) hailstone growth model. In

this model, small frozen hydrometeors, or hailstone em-

bryos, fall from the back-sheared anvil (referred to as the

embryo curtain) and become reingested in the updraft,

where they accrete liquid water during their final ascent

through the updraft. The largest hailstones grow in a fa-

vored region of moderate updraft strength, where the

hailstone fall velocity approximately balances the updraft

speed.

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, but for (a)–(c) hailmixing ratio (gkg21), (d)–(f) volume-mean hail diameter (mm), and (g)–(i) hail number concentration

(103 kg21).
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In the CTL classic-type supercell, high riming rates,

high rain and hail mixing ratios, and large rain and hail

diameters are all collocated within the horseshoe where

updraft speeds are moderate (;10–25m s21). Hailstone

fall speeds in RAMS are given by the power law formula

yt 5 152:1D0:497, where yt is the terminal velocity (m s21)

andD is the mean hail diameter (m), following Mitchell

(1996). The highest mean hail diameters contributing to

the composite in Fig. 10 frequently exceed 9mm, for

which the corresponding hailstone fall speed is approx-

imately 15m s21. These fall speeds are relatively well

balanced by the updraft, permitting longer hailstone

residence times. Furthermore, these signals are collo-

cated with the anticyclonic and cyclonic vorticity couplet

(Fig. 6). Storm-relative wind speeds are weak, and the

flow orientation associated with the vorticity couplet

prevents growing hailstones from advecting horizontally

around the mesocyclone, further extending hailstone

FIG. 11. Composite plan views of microphysical budget process rates (g kg21min21, shaded) for cloud and rainwater collected by all ice

species at (a)–(c) 7 and (d)–(f) 6 kmAGL, and (g)–(i) conversion of cloud to rainwater by collection at 6 kmAGL.Also shown are updraft

speeds (10, 25, and 40m s21, dashed black contours) and the total condensate outline (0.01 g kg21, blue dotted contour) for simulations

(left) CTL, (center) M25, and (right) H50. Composite fields are calculated as in Fig. 9. Annotated points A and B are discussed in the text.
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residence times in this region. The superposition of high

hydrometeor mixing ratios and the vorticity couplets

resembles the mechanism for type I descending re-

flectivity core (DRC) formation within a ‘‘stagnation

zone’’ (Rasmussen et al. 2006; Byko et al. 2009). All of

these signals together indicate that in the CTL supercell,

efficient large hailstone growth mechanisms are at work

within the horseshoe. Hailstone embryos originate within

the embryo curtain resulting from the backsheared anvil,

as suggested in the Browning and Foote (1976) model.

Hail that grows large enough in the horseshoe may begin

falling relative to the updraft, advecting either cycloni-

cally around the southwestern side of the updraft and

contributing to the RFD precipitation (e.g., Knight and

Knupp 1986) or anticyclonically to the northern side of

the updraft, contributing to the precipitation within the

main hailstone fallout region in theCL supercell structure

(Browning 1964; Lemon and Doswell 1979; Browning

and Foote 1976).

Although the vorticity couplets and local rain mixing

ratiomaxima are also present in the horseshoe forM25 and

H50, the relative lack of high hail mixing ratios and large

hail diameters combined with the small backsheared anvil,

absence of the right-flank hailstone embryo region, and

reduced area of moderate updraft speeds near the horse-

shoe indicate that the classic Browning and Foote (1976)

hailstone growth model is much less efficient in LP super-

cells. As described in the previous section, the northeastern

side of the updraft inM25 andH50 contains higher rain and

hail mixing ratios, larger raindrops, and enhanced riming

relative to CTL. Interestingly, the enhanced riming in the

LPs is collocated with a strip of negative relative vorticity

(Fig. 6, point B). Storm-relative flow associated with this

vorticity keeps hydrometeors, whether raindrops or

hailstones, along the edge of the updraft as they are ad-

vected cyclonically around the eastern side of the meso-

cyclone. Therefore, it appears that another hail growth

pathway exists along the northeastern edge of the updraft

that is more efficient in LP supercells. This mechanism is

hypothesized to work in the following way.1

More and larger raindrops are available along the

northeastern side of the updraft in the LP supercells

(Figs. 9b,c,e,f), owing in part to (i) advection cycloni-

cally around the mesocyclone from the horseshoe, given

the lack of hail to collect rain by riming in this region

(Fig. 10), and (ii) enhanced collision and coalescence

processes (Figs. 11h,i) due to the larger raindrops pres-

ent and thus higher collection efficiencies. Greater hail

mixing ratios and higher number concentrations of

smaller hailstones are also located just outside of the

northeastern updraft edge (Fig. 10) due to the weaker

storm-relative winds to the north and east of the main

updraft at middle and upper levels (e.g., Figs. 7 and 8).

Hail embryos that are not transportedwithin the strongest

core of the updraft and out into the anvil region down-

wind, but instead fall out on the northern and eastern

peripheries of the updraft at upper levels, will fall closer to

the midlevel updraft where they may be recirculated into

the updraft edge by the storm-relative flow. Note that the

composite storm-relative wind vectors around point B,

outside of the main updraft, have a northerly or easterly

component inM25 and H50, whereas they do not in CTL

(Figs. 9–11). The subsequent combination of larger rain-

drops and more numerous small hailstones enhances the

riming process, thereby producing more efficient hail-

stone growth along the northeastern updraft edge in the

LPs before the hailstones fall out in the FFD region.

Previous studies of hail growth processes support the

mechanisms in this proposed LP supercell hailstone

growth model. Nelson (1983) indicates that hailstones

can grow to sufficient size in a single traverse through

the updraft and that hail growth tends to occur at

a nearly constant altitude. Temperatures within the

updraft near 6 and 7 km in M25 and H50, where the

strongest riming signature is seen along the northeastern

updraft edge, fall within the 2108 to 2258C zone that is

efficient for hailstone growth (Foote 1984) (Fig. 12).

Last, Rasmussen and Heymsfield (1987) describe a su-

percell case in which hailstone growth likely occurred

across the updraft core or along the updraft edges;

hailstone embryos were thought to originate from the

updraft fringes.

In summary, because of the differences in the updraft

tilt and shape and the dry-layer impacts on the cloud

edge, a spatial reorientation of the hydrometeors (Fig.

12) favors a different dominant midlevel hail growth

mechanism in LPs compared with CL supercells. As

evidenced in both the plan view and the cross section in

Fig. 12, the most significant overlap regions between the

hail and rain mixing ratios within the prime temperature

growth zone shift from the western and southwestern

sides of the updraft in the CL supercell to the north-

eastern side in the LP supercells. Therefore, as described

1Hailstone trajectories cannot be computed quantitatively be-

cause of the uncertainties associated with accurately representing

such trajectories within cloud-resolving models that utilize bulk

microphysical schemes. Such uncertainties are further enhanced

when using the RAMS bin-emulating bulk scheme because it

(i) represents the hydrometeor size distributions with a continuous

function rather than discrete bins, (ii) allows the mass and number

distributions to fall with different fall speeds within a time step, and

(iii) utilizes bin-emulating sedimentation procedures through the

use of lookup tables. Therefore, compositemicrophysical fields and

process rates are used to demonstrate the CL and LP hail growth

mechanisms instead.
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above, hailstone growth is favored along the eastern and

northeastern edges of the mesocyclone in the LPs. The

heaviest precipitation is also favored to the north and

east of the updraft within the FFD region, while the

RFD precipitation rates are much lighter. The shift in

hydrometeor mixing ratio distributions and relative

importance of the different hailstone growth mecha-

nisms within CL and LP supercells can therefore explain

their variations in precipitation distributions (Fig. 4).

The two hail growth mechanisms and their associated

hailstone embryo source regions, areas of highest riming

rates, and resulting surface precipitation distributions

are summarized in the schematic presented in Fig. 13.

5. Discussion

The simulations described above demonstrate that two

hail growth mechanisms are evident in each supercell,

although their relative importance varies substantially

between storm types. While the classic Browning and

Foote (1976) model is clearly evident in the CL supercell,

a weak riming signal within the horseshoe is also present

in the dry-layer supercells at 6 km (Fig. 11). A hail

overhang region also appears on the southwestern side of

the updraft in M25 and H50 within the prime tempera-

ture zone for hail growth, where it overlaps slightly with

cloud and rainwater (Fig. 12). However, the magnitude

and vertical extent of this hail overhang is greatly reduced

compared to CTL. Additionally, the riming signal on the

northeastern updraft edge is present in the CTL super-

cell, but it is much weaker than in M25 and H50.

Therefore, although substantial differences in their mi-

crophysical structures are evident, it does not appear that

LP and CL supercells are distinct storm types from this

point of view, especially given the similarities in their

updraft and vorticity structures. In other words, supercell

morphology is characterized by a continuous spectrum

rather than discrete types (e.g., Doswell et al. 1990;

RS98).

Some of the previously hypothesized storm morphol-

ogy discrimination mechanisms can be addressed with

the results from these simulations. Several hypotheses,

FIG. 12. (top) Composite plan view at 4.1 kmAGLand (bottom) southwest–northeast cross sections of relative humidity (shaded), cloud

mixing ratio (cyan solid contours), drizzle plus rain mixing ratio (green solid contours), hail mixing ratio (red solid contours), temperature

(2108 and 2258C, yellow dashed contours), and total condensate outline (0.01 g kg21, blue dotted contour) for simulations (left) CTL,

(center) M25, and (right) H50. The 0.5 and 5 g kg21 mixing ratio contours are shown. Composite fields are calculated as in Fig. 9. White

dashed lines in the plan views indicate the location of the cross sections.
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including those of Brooks et al. (1994) and RS98, suggest

that storm morphology depends on the environmental

wind shear profile and resulting differences in storm-

relative winds. It was shown that differences in storm-

relative winds are in fact central to the differences in

hydrometeor distributions and hail growth mechanisms

for CL and LP supercells. However, the changes in the

storm-relative winds are not due to differences in the

environmental wind profile, as this was kept identical in

each simulation. Rather, the storm-relative wind differ-

ences are due purely to each storm’s own motion and the

storm-scale-generated flow field. RS98 also speculated

that supercell archetype may in fact depend on the storm

motion itself.

BP83 hypothesized that storm morphology may de-

pend on the initial bubble size owing to differences in

low-level moisture structure near the dryline. The re-

sults presented in this study suggest that the moisture

content above the well-mixed boundary layer is more

important for strong LP supercell formation than low-

level moisture content and hence do not support this

hypothesis, since neither the initial bubble size nor the

vapor mixing ratio within the well-mixed layer were

varied.

In these simulations, supercell updrafts were weaker

and more unsteady when the dry layer depleted mois-

ture from the well-mixed boundary layer (M and L

simulations), consistent with the findings in BP83 and

McCaul and Cohen (2002). However, it is not known

how the results in this study translate to different CAPE

and shear combinations. For instance,McCaul andCohen

(2002) demonstrated that when the lifting condensation

level increased, simulated storms were stronger but

tended more toward outflow dominance, depending on

the CAPE. They also used a curved hodograph in their

simulations, but the magnitude of the shear was weaker

than used in this study. Gilmore and Wicker (1998)

found that simulated supercells were more susceptible

to outflow dominance when midlevel dryness was in-

creased, when dry layers were lower in altitude, and

when the vertical shear was weaker. Their study utilized

larger CAPE and a straight hodograph. Future research

should therefore test the robustness of simulated su-

percell morphology sensitivity to the presence of dry

layers under a suite of different CAPE and shear pro-

files. Moreover, James and Markowski (2010) showed

that the impact of midlevel dryness on deep convection is

sensitive to the microphysical scheme utilized. It would

FIG. 13. Schematic diagram of the primary midlevel hail growth mechanisms in (left) classic and (right) low-

precipitation supercells. The cloud outline (0.01 g kg21 total condensate) and midlevel updraft speeds (10, 25, and

45m s21) are taken from composite fields at 7 km for CTL and M25.
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therefore also be interesting to investigate LP and CL

supercell dynamical and microphysical structure using

a triple-moment hail scheme, which would allow the hail

size distribution width to vary in addition to mass and

number concentration (Loftus 2012).

LP supercells are known for their difficulty to detect

with radar (BD79). Given the differences in the hail

mixing ratio distribution in the plan views of Fig. 12, it is

clear that the classic hook-echo shape often used to

identify supercells would be much less distinct for LPs,

especially if the storm is far enough away from the radar

that the lowest elevation scan is sampling the midlevels

of the storm, since most of the precipitation falls out

ahead of the updraft. The slower and weaker motion off

the right of the hodograph in these simulated LPs, which

has also been noted in observations (BD79; BP83), may

be a useful tool for forecasters to identify LP supercells

that have ambiguous radar signals, particularly if model

forecast soundings contain elevated dry layers. It is

noteworthy that the differences in storm motion are

supported by the theory presented in Davies-Jones

(2002). For curved hodographs, propagation off the

hodograph decreases with decreasing updraft width by

virtue of changes to the spatial distribution of the non-

hydrostatic vertical pressure gradient force, or upward

forcing, induced by linear interactions between the up-

draft and the environmental shear. Since LPs have

narrower updrafts, it may be expected that their deviant

rightward stormmotions are smaller. More observations

are necessary, perhaps even stratified by hodograph

curvature, to ascertain whether the trend in storm mo-

tion is robust.

The relative changes in PW in relation to storm mor-

phology may also be of interest to forecasters (Table 3).

In this study, environments in which PW was decreased

by 19% or greater from CTL were not supportive of

strong supercells (M50, M75, L50). The H25 RM super-

cell characteristics were between those of a CL and an

LP; the decrease in PW was only about 6% for this case.

The strong LPs formed when PW was reduced by 10%–

20% (M25, H50, and H75), although only if the dry layer

was sufficiently elevated. BP83 and RS98 also found

differences in PW for different supercell types. However,

it should be emphasized that absolute PW magnitude

should not be used to rank storm type because 1) as

demonstrated here, supercell morphology is more sensi-

tive to the vertical distribution of moisture, and 2) PW

is sensitive to the low-level moisture content, which was

not varied in this study. Last, some observations have

reported supercell morphology transition within the su-

percell life cycle (Bluestein and Woodall 1990). Accord-

ing to the findings presented here, supercells may evolve

away from the LP end of the spectrum if they form along

the dryline or high plains and propagate into environ-

ments with higher PW due to deeper mixed layers or

higher midlevel moisture content. This may occur in the

far-dryline environment as surface elevation decreases

and the influence of the elevated mixed layer diminishes.

6. Summary

The goal of this study has been to investigate the

sensitivity of simulated supercell morphology to the

vertical distribution of moisture. A suite of simulations

was performed in which dry layers of varying magni-

tudes and altitudes were added to an environment

characterized by deepmoisture content. Themoist profile

produced a CL supercell. Though some of the dry-layer

scenarios were not supportive of sustained convection,

strong and steadyLP supercells formedwhen the imposed

dry layer was elevated or weak (simulations H25–75 and

M25).

The dry layers erode the cloud edge west of the up-

draft in the simulated LP supercells, which have nar-

rower updrafts that are tilted more toward the east

compared to the CL supercell. This combination favors

a downshear distribution of hydrometeors and severely

limits the upshear anvil extent and hail overhang in the

LP storm types. Hail diameters are smaller throughout

the updraft in the LPs, allowing them to be lofted more

easily into the anvil. Additionally, the dry layers en-

hance evaporation of precipitation. As a result of these

differences, lighter precipitation is found throughout

most of the FFD region in the LPs. LP supercells

therefore represent the lowest-precipitation-efficiency

storm type within the supercell spectrum, as first sug-

gested by BP83. Despite the large changes to the

microphysical structure, the main dynamical features,

including the strength and structure of the updraft and

the vorticity, are similar between the LP and CL

supercells.

It was demonstrated through the use of microphysical

fields and process budgets that different hail growth

mechanisms are important in LPs relative to CL super-

cells, as summarized in Fig. 13. Atmidlevels, the primary

hail growth region is located along the northeastern

edge of the updraft in LPs, whereas in CL supercells,

efficient hail growth is preferred within the horseshoe of

the updraft. The LP hail growth mechanism favors the

FFD precipitation region and assists in explaining the

resulting differences in the surface precipitation distri-

bution between CLs and LPs.

The sensitivity of supercell morphology to the pres-

ence of elevated dry layers makes sense considering the

environment in which LP supercells typically form—

namely along the dryline and the high plains—and the
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fact that LP supercells are usually isolated or the farthest

upwind in a line of storms. Supercells that form in these

environments are more likely to draw in unmodified,

drier low- to midlevel air that has not been precondi-

tioned by previous convection. Additionally, although

not investigated in this study, LPs may also be the most

upwind supercells owing to possible ‘‘seeding’’ of

downwind storms by anvil precipitation (RS98) into the

right-flank embryo curtain.

High-resolution simulations of LPs and CLs occurring

under similar environments with similar updraft strengths

and using a sophisticated microphysical scheme have not

been previously performed to the authors’ knowledge.

While newobservations of LPs—such as those that can be

obtained through the use of polarimetric radar—are

needed to validate the findings here, the results of this

study provide unique new insights into the dynamical and

microphysical structure of LP supercells, which has not

been possible with the limited observational data avail-

able to date.
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